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MonoPhix Information
MonoPhix is an application that allows you to open images and pictures after which basic 
black and white conversions is applied, you can then edit them with a variety of 
adjustments and filters and save them again or share them along with their EXIF data and 
a recipe of the changes made. You have the choice between custom adjustments using 
sliders and settings or preset adjustments using a filter gallery. MonoPhix is developed to 
be easy to use and straightforward. 



Opening images
You can simply open images by using the open icon in the toolbar. (pic. 1) 

(pic. 1)

This will pop-up the open dialog where you can select a single image to edit in MonoPhix.

Supported filetypes are:
-JPEG/JPG
-PNG
-TIF/TIFF
-BMP
-XBM

After opening an image you will be able to use all other tools. MonoPhix doesn’t resize 
images to allow realtime results. This enables you to open high resolution images but also 
degrades performance sharply when you do. Always make sure you have the ATI discrete 
graphics card selected if you have multiple graphics chipsets. 

MonoPhix allows you to open transparent files with an alpha channel and is able to save 
these as well.



Saving images
You can save images by using the save icon in the toolbar. (pic. 2) 

(Pic. 2)

This will pop-up the save dialog. Enter a name for your saved file and choose save. 
All files will be saved in their original format, including metadata. Saving images can take 
some time, so don’t immediately close after saving. Make sure your image is present in the 
folder where you saved it. 



Sharing images
You can share images on twitter or facebook by using the share icon in the taskbar. (pic. 3) 

(Pic. 3)

This function will display a window where you can enter a description for the image and 
decide if you want to the filter recipe and EXIF data. (pic. 6) After pressing the upload 
button your image will be uploaded to our servers and you will be presented with an URL 
shortlink so you can easily copy paste your image to social media sites like Twitter and 
Facebook or simply by mail. 

(Pic. 6)

When this is complete, you will get a dialog showing you the short link to copy and a copy 
button. (pic. 6b)

(Pic. 6b)



Adjustments
When you open an image, the adjustments panel (pic. 7a) will appear by default. You can 
also choose to use the RGB controls (pic. 7b) . More on that later. If it does not appear, 
select the “adjustments”-icon in the toolbar. (pic. 8)

(pic. 7a)                (pic. 7b)

                 

(pic. 8)

With the controls in this panel you can apply custom adjustments to your image.



Explanation of all the controls

Basic Controls VS. RGB controls:
With the basic controls you can control each of the two tones in your image, dark tones 
and light tones. The RGB controls make another division between red, green and blue 
tones. 

Intensity sliders:
With the intensity sliders you can control the intensity of each part of your image. The dark 
part will become darker with the dark shade slider(s) and the light part will become lighter 
with the other slider(s).

Filter:
Here you can select a color filter for your picture. These are the same as the color filter a 
photographer would put in front of his lens. The filters are: None, Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, 
Magenta and Yellow.

Monochrome alpha: 
This control allows you to bring back color to your image by dragging the slider to “0” or 
everything in between.

Noise/grain:
This control allows you to apply grain to your image. Grain makes your image look older or 
makes it look as if the picture was taken with a lesser camera. 

Contrast:
This control allows you to make light colors lighter and dark colors darker increasing the 
contrast (positive values). Or make the image look more dull or flat (negative values). 

Exposure:
This control allows you to enhance the highlights of your image or darken the shadow 
areas.

Brightness:
This control allows you to adjust the brightness of your image. Making your image brighter 
or darker.

Posterization:
This control allows you to lower the amount of colors in your image. Positive values will 
darken the colors out of reach and negative values will lighten the colors out of reach.

Sharpen - Blur:
This control allows you to make your image blurry (positive values) or sharpen your image 
greatly (negative values).



Filter Gallery
The Filter Gallery (pic. 9a/b) can be accessed through the “Filter Gallery” toolbar icon (pic. 
10) and allows you to apply one of a number of preset filters. You can also set a custom 
filter. 

(pic. 9a)               ! (pic. 9b)

(pic. 10)

Simply select a filter base don its preview and it’ll be applied. You can always reset the 
preset filters by selecting the “Reset” preview or pressing ⌘+R. You can remove a solid 
filter by applying the “None” filter or pressing ⇧+⌘+←. 

Preset Filters

Preset filters are filters which change the values of the sliders in the adjustments panel. 
You could basically make them yourself, but they are there to provide access to common 
adjustment sets like making an image sepia or bleaching the picture. 



Solid Filters 

Solid filters (pic. 9b)  are filters which cannot be changed and can only be applied one at a 
time. they are applied after the preset filters are applied so take this into account. The solid 
filters containing a number can be pressed multiple times to set the intensity of the filter. 

They are comparable to the classic filters in other photo editing applications.



Vignetting
Vignetting will allow you to make the edges of your picture dark and will grow progressively 
lighter towards the center of the picture. The focus sliders add a blur to the edge of the 
growing weaker towards the center. 

The Vignetting/Focus controls (pic. 11) can be accessed through the “Vignetting” toolbar 
icon (pic. 12)
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Radius:
The radius controls how far the focus or vignetting effect has to reach towards the center 
of the picture.

Smooth/sharp:
Smooth/sharp controls the intensity of the vignetting or blur. Moving the slider to the right 
makes the edges less smooth and the vignetting less intense. 



Vertical and horizontal correction:
These sliders can be used to move the vignetting to focus effect putting the vignet or focus 
on a certain part of the picture. 



Coloring
The coloring panel allows you to add a color tone to your monochrome picture. In this 
panel you can also set the overall blending mode of the color with your picture.

The coloring controls (pic. 13) can be accessed through the “Coloring” toolbar icon (pic. 
14)
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(pic. 14)

Presets:
These presets define a number of often used tones. By default it will be set to 
"B&W" (Black and white), but you can also select "Sepia", "Antique" or choose a color of 
your own from the popup color picker.

Blending mode:
This control allows you to pick a way in which the color is mixed with your picture. 
"Multiply" attaches color to the dark parts of your picture, so the image looks more natural. 
"Add" just mixes the color with your picture 50%/50% and reduces the intensity of the dark 
parts. "Subtract" mixes the image with the negative of the selected color. 



Selective color
The selective color panel allows you to bring back color to certain objects and parts in your 
picture. For example if you have a red apple in your picture you can bring back color to 
that red apple without touching the rest of the picture. These features are still experimental 
so they should work on some picture while other pictures may not work at all. 

The selective color controls (pic. 15) can be accessed through the “Selective color” toolbar 
icon (pic. 16)
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Presets:
Here you can select which items you want to bring back. You do this by selecting the color 
of the item you want to bring back. "Green" returns color to eg. leaves or grass, while 
"Blue" turns the sky blue again. You can also select a custom color.

Treshold:
This part is essential to giving your selected object its color back. This slider defines how 
much difference in color there can be between the color you selected and the colors 
present in the object. A red apple can have different shades of red for example. The far left 
will only bring back pure red and the far right will bring back red, pink, dark red, etc. 



Issues
Here’s a list of possible issues:

-I cannot share an image, an error pops up. 

Step 1: Check if you are connected to the internet.
Step 2: Check if the hur.lu website is online. It could be a temporary downtime of the 
service.
Step 3: Chech if your firewell allows ingoing/outgoing connections for MonoPhix.

-The application crashes.

Resize your photo and try again and/or contact us to look for a possible fix in a future 
update.

-The application screen is oddly resize when opening MonoPhix.

This is a known issue. Simply close it and open it again. We are working on a fix.

-The filter or adjustment I applied has unwanted results like discolored parts of the 
photo.

Switch to the discrete graphics card in your Mac if you have multiple. You can change this 
in your “screen” settings.
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